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Background
The potato is one of the most important food crops worldwide.
Improvements to its traits can therefore have a major impact. Reading
the genome structure of the potato is extremely tricky, however, as a
regular potato consists of four genomes, which makes it difficult to
determine the position of the genes. The recent research applied a
diploid real potato plant with only one genome, a so-called
homozygote, which makes it easier to read and compare the DNA
base sequence. This line, Solyntus, was produced as part of Solynta’s
hybrid potato breeding programme.

Objective
• Develop a de novo of the diploid breeding line Solyntus

Results
Solyntus genome assembly
Smartdenovo was used to assembly approx. 100x Oxford Nanopore
genomics reads to a genome assembly. Heterozygous regions were
flattened using the purge haplotigs pipeline. The assembly was further
polished by a combination of polishing tools such as racon (ONT
reads) and ntEdit (Illumina reads) and scaffolded to pseudo molecules
using RaGOO. This resulted in v1.0 of the assembly. Critical evaluation
and basecalling ONT reads with an improved basecalling algorithm,
further improved assembly statistics (version solynta_03_ph; Table
1).

Figure 1. Diploid potato breeding program

Genome completeness
Genome completeness has been assessed using BUSCO using the
Solanaceae reference set. BUSCO completeness was 92,7% (88.9%
single copy) while 2,9% of the BUSCO genes were fragmented.

Annotation
Gene Model Mapper (GeMoMa) was used to develop an initial
annotation. Sequences of protein coding genes of Potato, Tomato and
Pepper were used to infer protein coding genes in Solyntus;
annotating approx. 75K genes.

Figure 2. IGV track showing the individual inferred protein coding genes and a combined track .
Most genes were annotated from all three genomes, though genome specific inference was
found as well.

Availability
The
genome
sequence
is
available
for
download
at
https://www.plantbreeding.wur.nl/Solyntus The plant material is
available for purposes under MTA and can be requested by contacting:
Michiel de Vries (michiel.devries@solynta.com)

Future Work
• Further scaffold the Solyntus genome
• Ab initio annotate the Solyntus genome sequence
• Further develop the genome resources for Solyntus at
https://www.plantbreeding.wur.nl/Solyntus
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